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We the people of Alaska…
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It is a question.



How will we meet the 
educational challenges 

in Alaska?







It is the policy of this state that the 
purpose of education is to help 

ensure that all students will 
succeed in their education and 
work, shape worthwhile and 

satisfying lives for themselves, 
exemplify the best values of 
society, and be effective in 

improving the character and quality 
of the world about them.
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Public Commitments

Positive Trajectories

Prioritized Strategies

HOW WILL WE MEET 
Alaska’s Education Challenges?

1.

2.

3.



…exemplify the best values 
of society,… 

…help ensure that all 
students will succeed in 

their education and 
work,

…shape 
worthwhile and 
satisfying lives 
for themselves,

It is the policy of 
this state that the 

purpose of 
education is to…

PUBLIC COMMITMENTS

and be effective in improving the character 
and quality of the world about them. 

AS 14.03.015 



POSITIVE TRAJECTORIES



PRIORITIZED STRATEGIES



“Charter for Alaska’s Children”



“We trust you; you are our future. We ask you to take 
tomorrow and dream; we know that you will see visions we 
do not see. We are certain that in capturing today for you, 

you can plan and build.”



“Even from long ago we cherish 
our grandchildren; no matter 

what we value, we offer it up to 
them.”

Sitka Elder
Chief Charlie Joseph, Sr.



Public
Commitments

Positive
Trajectories

Prioritized
Strategies

We will meet
Alaska’s Education Challenges

TOGETHER!



DEED provides , 
and 

to support an excellent 
education for every student 

every day.  
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